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Situation
Leadership succession planning is critical to the long-term quality of life in Kansas 
communities and is recognized in two of the five Grand Challenges — Growing Tomorrow’s 
Leaders and Community Vitality. Communities are challenged with a limited supply of local 
leaders within an aging population base. Research indicates that building leadership capacity 
is critical to community viability and sustainability. Residents who are engaged in their 
community are more likely to maintain a lifelong connection, increasing the likelihood they 
will return to their community to raise their family or provide significant financial resources to 
their community.

What We Did
Over a four-year period, a team of 12 K-State Research and Extension educators has delivered 
five sets of four, two-hour training sessions for community board members across the state. 
These “high-touch, high-tech” webinars were hosted at 36 different local extension units 
where the local unit agent facilitated the face-to-face experience for 10 to 30 participants at 
each site.

Outcomes 
More than 600 members of about 120 communities learned skills related to:

• holding effective meetings,
• understanding fellow board members,
• handling financial responsibility, and
• planning for the future.

Participants represented such groups as township trustees, university foundations, parent- 
teacher organizations, church boards, and the roller derby boards. The training increased 
the capacity of each community to address critical issues within local organizations, the 
community itself, or the region.

In follow-up surveys six months after the series, participants reported that committees have 
been restructured and policies formalized and that meetings are better organized, more 
carefully planned, and more productive.

Success Story
Following our 2015 Board Leadership Training, one of our participants asked about help 
with their local water district board. They were having some challenges working through 
a number of issues including Kansas Open Meeting Laws, developing a board manual, 
and parliamentary procedure. Trudy Rice, Community Vitality Program Leader, met with 
their board one evening to provide training and an opportunity for some good discussion. 
Afterward, board members had a clear understanding of their responsibilities for open 
meeting laws, the value of a board manual, and how parliamentary procedures could help their 
meetings be more productive and run smoother.
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